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Testing will include AH-64 Apache and CH-47 Chinook capabilities

RIDLEY PARK, Pa., Aug. 7, 2012 -- Boeing [NYSE: BA] will continue developing a technology that improves
helicopters' maneuverability and performance, through an $18 million U.S. Army contract for Phase II of the
Adaptive Vehicle Management System (AVMS) program.

The advanced rotorcraft flight control system, a joint development project between Boeing and the Army
Aviation Applied Technology Directorate (AATD)*, reduces aircrew workload and overall operating costs. AVMS
adapts the flight controls to the aircraft's flight condition, environment and even pilot intent.

"This second phase will encompass more than 100 hours of flight test time and allow us to build on the great
work we’ve accomplished over the past two years with the AATD," said James Dryfoos, AVMS program manager
for Boeing.

In Phase II, the team will fly the AVMS system on the modified Boeing H-6 helicopter used in Phase I, as well as
on the larger Boeing AH-64 Apache and CH-47 Chinook helicopters. The tests will demonstrate the design's
portability and show how it enhances flight performance during attack and cargo missions.

"Phase II also allows us to continue H-6 flight control test bed prototyping activities to expand AVMS'
capabilities," said Steve Glusman, director, Boeing Advanced Mobility. "AVMS will be a key capability in future
Boeing aircraft such as Future Vertical Lift rotorcraft."

A unit of The Boeing Company, Boeing Defense, Space & Security is one of the world's largest defense, space
and security businesses specializing in innovative and capabilities-driven customer solutions, and the world's
largest and most versatile manufacturer of military aircraft. Headquartered in St. Louis, Boeing Defense, Space
& Security is a $32 billion business with 61,000 employees worldwide. Follow us on Twitter: @BoeingDefense.
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*AATD Note:

This research was partially funded by the Government under Agreement No.W911W6-10-2-0004.The U.S.
Government is authorized to reproduce and distribute reprints for Government purposes not withstanding any
copyright notation there on.

The views and conclusions contained in this document are those of the authors and should not be interpreted as
representing the official policies, either expressed or implied, of the Aviation Applied Technology Directorate or
the U.S. Government.
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